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1 Introduction

The identity of the dark matter is one of the great mysteries in physics. Direct detection

experiments to date have been particularly effective in the search for the classic models

of WIMP dark matter with masses in the 1 GeV to 10 TeV range. Null results from a

number of experiments [1–5] rule out large regions of parameter space that were previously

compatible with this simple picture. The lack of evidence for dark matter in this mass

range has motivated, in part, the search for dark matter at lower masses and/or with

different detection signatures [6].

Decreasing the mass of the dark matter can evade many conventional direct searches

by lowering the recoil energy. One might therefore imagine sub-MeV dark matter is weakly

constrained down to the warm dark matter limit of O(10) keV [7] and requires dedicated

searches or new experiments. However, the universe becomes transparent to neutrinos at

temperatures below a few MeV and undergoes big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) at tem-

peratures of hundreds of keV. Measurements of the neutrino energy density in the cosmic

microwave background (CMB), via Neff , and primordial abundances strongly constrain

physics at times when a thermal sub-MeV mass particle is relativistic. In fact, if the dark
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matter is a relic of thermal equilibrium with the Standard model, this low mass regime is

already excluded by observations [8–14]. These exclusions are independent of the stringent

constraints on s-wave dark matter annihilation [15–18] and do not depend on the nature

of the interactions that thermalize the dark matter.

Cosmological bounds are, of course, sensitive to assumptions about the physics of the

early universe. Our inference of physics at MeV temperatures is somewhat indirect and one

might imagine that the limits on light dark matter are highly model-dependent. However,

dark matter is necessarily of cosmological origin and simply neglecting the cosmological

constraints is not a viable alternative to the model-dependence. The abundance of dark

matter may arise from a non-thermal mechanism or even as an initial condition set by

(or before) reheating. However, for scenarios to be viable, we must ensure that it is

sufficiently weakly coupled to the Standard Model to have never been in equilibrium.

Otherwise, the thermal abundance of dark matter would over-close the universe (if freeze-

out occurs when the dark matter is relativistic) or cause unacceptably large changes to the

neutrino and/or photon energy densities (non-relativistic freeze-out). Given that current

measurements detect a thermal cosmic neutrino background at high significance [18–20],

observations require that a sub-MeV dark matter particle should be more weakly coupled

to the Standard Model than neutrinos (at MeV energies).

In this paper, we will explore the space of viable models for sub-MeV dark matter and

the implications for direct detection experiments. We will consider two classes of direct de-

tection signatures: scattering and absorption. The largest possible scattering cross-sections

for light dark matter require the presence of a light mediator. Introducing a new light par-

ticle coupled to the Standard Model is highly constrained by lab-based, astrophysical and

cosmological measurements. Astrophysical constraints are particularly stringent for cou-

plings to electrons and photons. The couplings to nuclei are less severely constrained by

astrophysics and can give rise to larger elastic cross-sections than with the electrons. When

mediator couplings to nuclei are large enough to bring the dark matter cross-section well-

above the neutrino floor, the mediator was necessarily in thermal equilibrium prior to the

QCD phase transition. In this region, the mediator must decay to dark radiation to avoid

over-closing the universe, thereby producing an increase in Neff of at least ∆Neff = 0.09.

This contribution will be tested with both Stage III and IV CMB experiments [21] and ex-

cluding this abundance of dark radiation would push the cross-section close to the neutrino

floor, despite the weakness of other constraints in this parameter range.

Dark matter absorption is a more accessible experimental signature for light dark

matter. Furthermore, for sub-MeV masses, kinematics forbids dark matter decay to the

charged fermions of the Standard Model. While kinematics allows decays to photons or

neutrinos, these decays can be highly suppressed if that dark matter is protected by a

non-linearly realized non-Abelian symmetry. It is natural to embed this symmetry in the

flavor symmetry of the Standard Model to allow for preferred coupling to specific Standard

Model fermions. These couplings allow for dark matter absorption by either electrons or

nuclei. However, the dark matter is necessarily of non-thermal origin and the couplings

to the Standard Model must be sufficiently small to avoid thermalization. While these

cosmological constraints are significant, they do not push the absorption cross-sections

below the region that can be experimentally accessible.
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This paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we review the observation that thermal

sub-MeV dark matter is excluded by current observations. In section 3, we discuss the

class of models that would be observable through scattering with electrons and nuclei.

We show that these cross-sections are already highly constrained by a combination of lab,

astrophysical and cosmological bounds. Upcoming cosmological observations will probe

the regions of currently allowed parameter space with the most experimentally accessible

cross-sections with nuclei. In section 4, we discuss models with dark matter absorption by

electrons and nuclei and explain the strong limits from cosmology.

The paper is supplemented by three appendices: appendix A computes the change

to Neff for a thermalized mediator under various circumstances. Appendix B discusses

the origin of dark matter and the implications for the elastic cross-section. Appendix C

discusses the bounds on the cross-sections for sub-components of the dark matter that

avoid the bullet cluster constraints on dark matter self-interactions.

2 Requirements for a thermal abundance

In this section, we will review the predictions of thermal dark matter with mdm � 10 MeV

and how it is excluded by current observation [8–14]. We will focus on the qualitative

features of mdm < 1 MeV rather than explaining the precise value of the current limits.

This qualitative understanding will be useful for deriving new bounds in later sections.

The most basic requirement for a model of dark matter is that it reproduces the

observed abundance Ωch
2 = 0.12. For a dark matter particle of mass mdm, the energy

density is given by ρdm ≈ mdmndm, where ndm is the number density. To be compatible

with observations, therefore

ndm =
1

mdm
Ωcρcr ≈ 1.2× 10−3 cm−3 ×

(
1 MeV

mdm

)
(2.1)

For masses mdm > 10 eV, the number density of dark matter particles is much smaller

than the number of photons, nγ ≈ 4 × 102 cm−3. Regardless of how the dark matter was

produced, the final population was not simply determined by number density in thermal

equilibrium at T � mdm, when ndm ' nγ .

For mdm > 10 MeV, the necessary suppression is easily achieved through freeze-out

at a temperature TF < mdm. When the temperature falls below the mass of the particle,

the Boltzmann suppression of the number density in equilibrium can naturally explain the

observed dark matter abundance. However, as we will now review, when mdm � 10 MeV,

thermal equilibrium with the Standard Model (at T ∼ mdm) disrupts the freeze-out of

neutrinos and the generation of primordial abundances of nuclei during BBN. In essence,

cosmological evolution for T < 10 MeV does not leave room for even one additional degree

of freedom.

The fundamental difficulty with mdm < 1 MeV is that neutrinos begin to decouple

at T = 1 − 10 MeV, which is necessarily larger than the decoupling of the dark matter.

The dark matter must annihilate at temperatures below its mass and will either dilute or

enhance the neutrino abundance which is out of equilibrium. At these energies, the dark
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Figure 1. Predictions for Neff -Yp for thermal equilibrium with photons (black) and neutrinos (blue)

assuming gDM = 1 and mdm < 1 MeV (fixing ωb with a Planck prior). The length of the bands along

the Neff -axis allows for additional dark radiation to be added, which for photons can compensate

the dilution of neutrinos from dark matter annihilation. The width of these bands along the Yp-axis

allows for the dark matter to contribute (or not) to Neff during BBN depending on its mass, with the

largest value Yp corresponding to mdm � 100 keV. Current Planck 1 and 2σ contours are shown in

indigo [18]. The red region shows the range of Yp that is predicted by BBN if we impose the current

constraint NBBN
eff = 2.85 ± 0.28 [22] from the measurement primordial abundance, including D/H.

The direct measurement of primordial Yp-alone yields a weaker constraint of Yp = 0.2465± 0.0097.

In this way, we see that none of the hatched regions are consistent with all the information available

from the CMB and abundance measurements. The white contours show forecasts for CMB Stage

IV [20] (see also [21, 23]). We see that future CMB data could completely rule out the entire space

without the need for abundance measurements. Figure adapted from [20].

matter may couple to (1) photons,1 (2) neutrinos or (3) both. It is easy to see that all of

these scenarios are in tension with current observations:

1. Dark matter annihilating to photons dilutes the number/energy density in neutrinos

relative to the photons. From the conservation of comoving entropy:(
Tν
Tγ

)3

=
2

2 + 7
2 + gDM

. (2.2)

The resulting change to energy density in neutrinos is expressed as

Neff =
8

7

(
11

4

)4/3 ρν
ργ

= 3×
(

1

1 + 2
11gDM

)4/3

≤ 2.4 . (2.3)

1Couplings to electrons may or may not be a viable option depending on the mass of the dark matter. If

mdm > me then the annihilation to electrons is effectively the same a annihilating to photons because the

electrons and photons are in equilibrium. If mdm � me, then the dark matter cannot annihilate efficiently

when T ∼ mdm and will over-close the universe.
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where we used gDM ≥ 1 for the final inequality. More details of the calculation of

Neff in this and other scenarios can be found in appendix A.

2. Thermal equilibrium with neutrinos would heat the neutrinos after being diluted by

electrons such that (
Tν
Tγ

)3

=
4

11

21
4 + gDM

21
4

(2.4)

which means that

Neff = 3×
(

1 +
4

21
gDM

)4/3

≥ 3.78 , (2.5)

where again we used gDM ≥ 1.

3. Finally, if everything is in equilibrium with the dark matter until after the electrons

and positrons annihilate and then the dark matter annihilates in equilibrium, then

Tν = Tγ and

Neff = 3×
(

11

4

)4/3

≈ 11.5 . (2.6)

These numbers are all excluded at more than 3σ for the current limit Neff = 3.04±0.18 [18].

Therefore, the only loopholes either require further modifications of the model to cancel

these effects or to dial the couplings such that non-equilibrium production of neutrinos

and/or photons is just right (notice that there is no way to make it work in equilibrium).

For the particular case of coupling to photons, one might conclude that we can easily

evade the bounds by adding some additional form of radiation to compensate for the

diluted contribution of the neutrinos. However, one cannot add this radiation without

introducing significant changes to BBN. Because mdm < 1 MeV, the dark matter will

contribute significantly to the expansion rate when T > mdm and therefore alters primordial

abundances. Furthermore, when the dark matter does annihilate it will dilute not only the

neutrinos but also any additional dark radiation as well. As a result, in order to add

∆NCMB
eff to Neff at recombination to avoid CMB constraints, we must introduce ∆NBBN

eff ≈
(1 + 2

11gDM )4/3∆NCMB
eff to Neff during BBN. Adding dark radiation during BBN alters the

Helium fraction, Yp because it changes the expansion after neutron decoupling as well as

other primordial abundances such as Deuterium. The predictions for such a scenario are

shown in figure 1 and are excluded by at least 2σ over the entire parameter space.

Summary. Dark Matter with a mass mdm < 1 MeV cannot get its abundance from

thermal equilibrium with the Standard Model at temperatures T ∼ mdm. Under minimal

assumptions, it is excluded by CMB measurements of Neff for equilibrium with photons,

neutrinos or both photons and neutrinos. Simple attempts to evade these constraints by

adding extra sources of radiation are excluded by measurements of primordial abundances.

While this description is based on the qualitative features, precise limits on the mass have

been derived for each of these scenarios in [9–14].
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3 Direct detection through scattering

In a conventional picture of thermal freeze-out, it is necessary that the dark matter is

coupled to the Standard Model. To achieve the observed abundance, these couplings

are required to be large enough that they make an enticing target for direct detection

experiments. On the other hand, for sub-MeV dark matter, one must exclude couplings

large enough to bring the dark matter into thermal equilibrium. These upper-limits on

the couplings of dark matter to the Standard Model leave uncertain the experimental

prospects for viable models of sub-MeV dark matter. In this section, we will explore these

constraints and how they impact the experimental scattering cross-sections of dark matter

with electron or nuclear targets.

We will discuss these constraints within the context of a simplified model [24] for the

dark matter, involving a scalar mediator. While the detailed constraints are specific to

this model, any simplified model can be similarly constrained by these considerations. In

particular, the requirement that the dark matter was never thermalized will have significant

implications for the coupling to the standard model, in much the same way that stellar

cooling places limits the coupling to additional light fields. Furthermore, our choice of

models is intended to produce the largest possible experimental signature. There are

plenty of examples of light dark matter candidates that evade our bounds but would also

evade direct detection (e.g. sterile neutrinos).

We will defer discussion of the origin of dark matter to appendix B and evaluate con-

straints on the elastic cross-section between dark matter χ and the Standard Model assum-

ing that the correct abundance is generated but not necessarily by a thermal mechanism.

Elastic scattering of light dark matter will deposit tiny amounts of energy in a detector

and thus inelastic processes might be preferable for direct detection experiments. But, the

inelastic scattering cross-section can be expressed as a product of the elastic scattering

cross-section and an inelastic form factor, typically suppressing the inelastic cross-section.

Thus, our limits on the elastic scattering cross-section should be viewed as an upper bound,

satisfying all cosmological, astrophysical and laboratory constraints.

3.1 Simplified model

Large experimental cross-sections require mediators that are light enough to be produced

at relatively low temperatures in the early universe and/or in stars (even if they can be

integrated-out for the purpose of direct detection). To discuss cosmological/astrophysical

constraints, our model must include both the dark matter (χ) and mediator (φ) particles.

Our results can be summarized in terms of the model

L ⊃ 1

2
mdm λφχ

2 + gNφNN̄ + geφEĒ −
1

2
m2

dmχ
2 − 1

2
m2
φφ

2 , (3.1)

which describes the (real-scalar) dark matter χ scattering off either a nucleon (N , coupling

gN ) or electron (E, coupling gE).

The couplings ge and gN are constrained by a variety of bounds. This includes short dis-

tance force experiments, collider bounds and stellar/cosmological constraints. The bounds

on gN and ge are strong functions of the mass mφ of the mediator. Short distance force
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experiments dominate for mφ < 100 eV, stellar bounds are strong for mφ < 10 keV, cosmo-

logical constraints and collider bounds are important for heavier masses. The interaction

cross-section between dark matter and a Standard Model fermion can be written as

σχf→χf =
λ2g2

f

4π

m2
dm(

(mdmv)2 +m2
φ

)2 (3.2)

where gf is either ge or gN depending upon the fermion (electron, nucleon) that scatters

with the dark matter. This cross-section is valid in the limit mdm � me,mN , which will be

the case for most of the parameter space of interest. Naively, it would seem that the largest

direct detection cross-section would be obtained by taking mφ → 0. But since the bounds

on gf are strongly dependent on mφ, this is not the case. For elastic/inelastic scattering, in

light of proposed experimental technologies,2 our primary interest is for dark matter with

mass ≥ keV. To obtain the maximum allowed cross-sections, we will thus concentrate on

mediators with mass ≥ 1 eV, below which the direct detection scattering cross-section does

not change, while bounds on the long range force mediated by φ between Standard Model

particles gets considerably stronger.

Bounds on dark matter self-interaction constrains λ independently of gf . The self-

interaction scattering cross-section is constrained to be / 10−25 cm2/GeV from observa-

tions of the bullet cluster [25]. This bound is stringent and further suppresses the direct

detection cross-section. However, if χ is less than ∼ 10 percent of the dark matter abun-

dance, this bound does not apply. The experimental and astrophysical limits on gf are

of course independent of λ and constrain the experimental cross-sections for even such a

sub-component. In appendix C, we will show the limits on the cross-section when the

self-interaction bound is not applied, with the caveat that the larger cross-section in this

case is only possible for a sub-component of dark matter.

3.2 Electron interactions

Cosmology and astrophysics are the dominant bounds on ge for light mediators with mφ �
10 MeV. In the range MeV–GeV, bounds are placed by beam dump experiments while

colliders are relevant for masses above GeV. For mediator masses in the range MeV - GeV,

sub-MeV dark matter is also constrained by SN1987A.

If we focus on the region mφ < 10 MeV, the dominant bounds on ge arise from cosmol-

ogy and astrophysics. Specifically, this region is dominated by the two constraints (with

the relevant region for figure 2):

• White dwarf cooling constrains ge < 8.4 × 10−14 [26] when the mediator is light

enough to be produced from e + e → e + e + φ using kf ≈ 400 keV. This constraint

is dominant in region (a).

• A thermal abundance of φ from thermal equilibrium with electrons and positrons

would contribute ∆Neff = 2.2 and is easily excluded with current data. Avoiding

2Note that the cosmological bound of mdm > 10 keV [7] applies only to thermal relics, which is not the

case here because of the constraints from section 2.
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thermal equilibrium with electrons sets a limit ge < 2×10−10 [27]. For mφ > 10 MeV,

the mediator could decay before neutrino decoupling but cannot bring the dark matter

into equilibrium (see appendix B), which constrains either λ or ge. These constraints

are dominant in region (b).

For mφ > 10 MeV, the thermalization of φ does not disrupt neutrino freeze-out or BBN,

but we can impose the collider constraint

• B-factory searches for direct axion production limit [28] ge < 10−3 for mφ < 10 GeV.

This constraint is dominant in region (b).

Finally, we have the constraint on λ from the bullet cluster [25]

σχ =
1

8π
λ4 m2

dm

(m2
φ + v2m2

dm)2
< 1 cm2 / g ×mdm . (3.3)

From these four constraints, we find the largest cross-section possible as a function of mφ

and mdm as shown in figure 2.

The qualitative feature of the limits on the electron-dark matter cross-section is that

stellar constraints dominate for lower masses, mφ < 400 keV. A variety of constraints from

stellar cooling exist at this level but the strongest limits on the electron coupling arise

in white dwarfs. This is also important that due to the large density of electrons, the

Fermi-momentum of 400 keV is much higher than the thermal momentum of 1 keV. As a

result, the electrons are effectively relativistic. This is not true of nucleons which is largely

responsible for the qualitative differences between bounds on the electron and nucleon

couplings. Including the constraint from the bullet cluster, when vmdm < mφ < 400 keV,

the cross section limit scales as σ ∝ m−2
φ .

As the mediator mass approaches the Fermi-momentum, the mediator-induced cooling

becomes exponentially suppressed and quickly weakens the bounds until we reach the limit

set by cosmological constraints. When me < mφ < 10 MeV, forbidding equilibrium at

T = mφ (rather than T = me) requires that ge < 2 × 10−10 (mφ/me)
1/2. Naively the

cosmological limits do not apply above 10 MeV since the mediator would annihilate before

neutrino decoupling. However, as described in appendix B, if λ is sufficiently large to bring

χ into equilibrium then the entropy carried by the dark matter will produce a change to

Neff that is already excluded by observations. As a result, figure 2 shows the cross-section

above 10 MeV is still strongly contained because of this additional bound.

For mediators heavier than ∼GeV, one could try to avoid these cosmological bounds by

reheating the universe below 100 MeV. In this case, for sub-MeV dark matter, there are two

important bounds. First, the dark matter would be emitted in SN1987A. For mediators

of mass &GeV, at SN1987A temperatures ∼ 20 MeV, the interaction between electrons

and the dark matter is the same higher-dimension operator as observed in direct detection

experiments. If the produced dark matter escapes the supernova, it can lead to enhanced

cooling. The elastic cross-section necessary to avoid this bound would be / 10−50 cm2, well

beyond the scope of direct detection. However, if the dark matter is more strongly coupled,

it can thermalize within the supernova. In this case, there might be an additional bound

– 8 –
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Figure 2. Limits on the dark matter-electron elastic cross-section as a function of mediator mass

for various dark matter masses in the range keV–MeV, as indicated in the legend. The region (a) is

primarily constrained by white dwarf cooling while region (b) is limited by B-factory searches and

cosmology. The sharp feature at mφ ∼ 105−6 eV arises when mφ approaches the white dwarf fermi-

momentum, kf ≈ 400 keV and the additional cooling rate falls exponentially. A second feature at

mφ ≈ 10 MeV indicates where thermalization of the mediator becomes possible because it can decay

to electrons or neutrinos before neutrino decoupling. Neutrino decoupling is a gradual process that

begins around 10 MeV and therefore the precise localization of this feature requires more care.

from requiring that the produced dark matter does not cause too many events in Super

Kamiokande or contribute to a diffuse background of hot dark matter particles (much like

the diffuse supernova neutrino background) that may have lead to events in experiments

such as XENON. Moreover, this region is also constrained by LEP bounds on light dark

matter [29]. These bounds jointly squeeze the available parameter space in this window

for sub-MeV dark matter. A more detailed analysis3 is necessary to figure out if there is a

sliver of parameter space that is still allowed by these bounds.

We note that these constraints also rule out exotic electron - neutrino interactions that

have been proposed to explain DAMA [30]. These models typically require the coupling

of a massive vector boson (e.g. B-L) with gauge couplings g ' 10−8 and mass less than

MeV. These vector bosons will be in thermal equilibrium with the Standard Model at

temperatures ∼MeV, after neutrino decoupling. As we have seen, the entropy in these

bosons cannot be easily removed. Moreover, for B-L bosons with mass less than ∼MeV and

gauge couplings ' 10−6, electrons and neutrinos would be coupled more strongly than the

weak interactions at MeV temperatures, changing the neutrino temperature at decoupling.

This additional entropy would appear as dark radiation and is similarly constrained.

The most stringent bounds in these scenarios apply directly to the mediator φ and not

on the light dark matter particle χ. Once φ satisfies cosmological and stellar constraints,

3P.W. Graham, S. Rajendran and G. M. Tavares, in progress.
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the production of χ would be sufficiently suppressed to avoid these bounds. While this is

typically true of any model of light mediators, the argument fails for one specific case -

when the mediator is a hidden photon that is kinetically mixed with electromagnetism. In

this case, the Lagrangian (in the mass basis) can be expressed as

L ⊃ F 2
µν +G2

µν +m2B2
µ + gχJ

µ
χBµ + eJµe (Aµ + εBµ) (3.4)

where Fµν is the gauge field strength of electromagnetism (Aµ), Gµν is the gauge field

strength of the hidden photon Bµ. In this case, as is well known, the effects of the mediator

decouple with its mass m and thus bounds on the mediator are weakened in the limit m→ 0.

However, the dark matter χ does not decouple when m → 0 - it is in fact charged under

electromagnetism with a charge ∼ εgχ. In processes where the momentum transfer q � m,

χ behaves as a milli-charged particle and would thus be constrained by cosmology and

stellar bounds. These bounds imply that the effective charge gχε / 10−13 for mχ / 10 keV

(stellar bounds) and gχε / 10−11 for mdm ' 10 keV (cosmology), leading to cross-sections

that are at least as small as 10−42 cm2 (mχ ' 10 keV) and 10−45 cm2 (mdm / 10 keV) (the

long range coulombic enhancement has been cut-off at the angstrom scale, beyond which

electric fields are screened in high density matter), without including additional inelastic

or phase-space suppressions.

In the models considered above, the dark matter was a scalar. Similar bounds can be

obtained for the fermionic case. However, if the dark matter was a Dirac fermion, there

are two additional couplings that are of interest — namely, the dark matter may carry

electric or magnetic dipole moments under electromagnetism. The light mediator in this

case is the photon and it can give rise to enhanced scattering. Much like axions, the scale

Λ suppressing the dipole operator is constrained by astrophysical bounds. For dark matter

masses less than 400 keV, limits from the cooling of white dwarfs require Λ ' 1010 GeV.

For dark matter in the mass range 400 keV–20 MeV, there are constraints from energy loss

in SN1987A: the range 106 GeV / Λ / 109 GeV is excluded. For Λ ' 106 GeV, the dark

matter is thermalized within the supernova and does not lead to additional cooling. In this

case, much like the hadronic axion window, there is an additional constraint from ensuring

that the dark matter produced in SN1987A does not cause too many events in Super

Kamiokande. Since the dark matter interacts through a dipole operator, it can scatter off

electrons in Super Kamiokande, requiring Λ / 105 GeV. However, in this window, the dark

matter is thermalized at MeV temperatures and is thus ruled out (see e.g. [31, 32] for further

discussion of the limits from cosmology). Thus, we take the bound on Λ to be ' 1010 GeV

for dark matter masses / 400 keV and Λ ' 109 GeV in the range 400 keV–20 MeV . These

bounds apply to both magnetic and electric dipole operators since these processes occur

at high energy. In direct detection, these operators yield different scattering cross-sections

since the electric dipole scattering is enhanced by the long range electric force of electrons

and nuclei. The electric dipole scattering cross-section is

σ ≈ 2α

Λ2

(mdm)4 v2(
(mdmv)2 + (2 keV)2

)2 , (3.5)
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while the magnetic dipole scattering cross-section is σ ≈ 3α/Λ2. We observe that the

electric dipole scattering cross-section is enhanced at low velocity as expected from the long

range electric field of the electron. However, this enhancement is cut off for momentum

transfers less than 2 keV (∼ angstrom) where electric fields in high density matter are

screened. It can be seen that the electric dipole operator yields scattering cross-sections

comparable to the case of light mediators considered earlier.

3.3 Nucleon couplings and dark radiation

The bounds on the couplings to nucleons are more complicated than electrons for several

reasons. First, the cosmological nucleon abundance is exponentially suppressed for T �
1 GeV. Second, current data allows a light relic to be in equilibrium before the QCD

phase transition but could be excluded with future measurements as we will explain below.

Finally, astrophysical constraints on nuclear couplings are less stringent due to the small

velocities of the nucleons in stars and due to trapping effects in supernovae.

There are also a broader range of constraints on nucleons, compared to electrons. The

mediator coupling to nucleons, gN , is most limited by (including the relevant region in

figure 3)

• Long range force experiments [33] require that gN / 10−12(mφ/eV)3. For our pur-

poses we note that the constraints extend up to mφ < 100 eV. This constraint is

dominant in region (a).

• SN1987A excludes 3 × 10−10 < gN < 3 × 10−7 [34] for mφ < 30 MeV. The region

gN > 3×10−7 is allowed because the mediators become trapped. Stellar cooling limits

are highly suppressed because the Fermi-momentum kF � mN . This constraint is

dominant in region (b).

• Meson decays require that gN < 10−6 for mφ < mµ and gN < 10−3 for mφ <

1 GeV [35]. This constraint is dominant in region (c).

In addition, we have the following constraints on λ and gN from dark matter phenomenol-

ogy:

• The bullet cluster limit as written in equation (3.3). This constraint is dominant in

regions (a-c).

• Thermalization4 of the dark matter at T & 300 MeV would either over-close the

universe and/or would lead to unacceptably large contribution to Neff . When

4Significantly stronger bounds can be derived by demanding that φ and χ were in equilibrium, including

at temperatures T ≈ mdm in particular. In such a scenario, achieving the correct relic abundance for the

dark matter cannot be achieved independently of the coupling to χ and is highly restricted. Furthermore,

the dark matter is necessarily of thermal origin and the bounds on warm dark matter [7] apply. We will

not impose such a strong constraint on equilibrium as it is depends sensitively on additional details of the

model and whether the correct abundance can be achieved while satisfying other constraints. Imposing a

stronger thermalization constraint would not qualitatively change the results figure 3 and has no effect on

the dashed curves where the additional constraint on Neff < 0.09 is imposed.
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mφ < 2mdm, forbidding thermalization requires λ4 < 8πm−2
dm (H(T )T )|T∼300 MeV

from φφ → χχ. When mφ ≥ 2mdm, mediator decay can thermalize

the dark matter directly and the thermalization constraint becomes λ2 <

8πm−2
dm (H(T )T )|T∼max(mφ,300 MeV). This constraint is dominant in region (d) and

(e).

It is worth noting that in any given part of parameter space, there is only one dominant

bound on each of the couplings. These constraints5 can be translated into an elastic cross-

section for scattering with a proton or neutron, σelastic, using equation (3.2).6 However,

since the energy deposited in an elastic collision is very small, it is likely that these dark

matter candidates will be probed by inelastic processes. In particular, one may consider

inelastic collisions that excite molecular bonds in a gas. This would provide a useful upper-

bound for inelastic collisions - if the detector atoms were in a higher density fluid or solid

lattice, the corresponding phonon excitations will have similar inelastic form factors while

being subject to additional kinematic constraints that may further suppress the rate. The

inelastic cross-section to excite a molecular state consisting of atoms with atomic mass A is:

σinelastic = σelastic ×
(

A2q2

Amnucleon ω(q)

)
, (3.6)

where q = vmdm is the momentum transfer, ω(q) = 1
2mdmv

2 is the associated kinetic energy

and Amnucleon is the atomic mass of the target nucleus. This cross-section can be compared

to the event rate due to solar neutrinos [36] elastically scattering off nuclei and depositing

energies below eV. This rate is roughly Γν ∼ 107 keV−1 ton−1 year−1 in a detector using a

heavy atom like Xenon.

The implications of these constraints for direct detection experiments are shown in

figure 3. For mφ < 10 eV, the long range force constraints are stronger than SN1987A and

the resulting cross-section lies well below the neutrino floor. However, the long range force

constraints decrease as m−3
φ and eventually fall in the window constrained by SN1987A,

leaving a plateau from the supernova constraint. Finally at mφ ∼ 100 eV, there exists a

region with 10−6 > gN > 3 × 10−7 that is compatible with the long range force limit.

This is the one large region in the space of mediator and dark matter masses where the

cross-sections lie well above the neutrino floor.

When gN > 10−9, the mediator is thermalized before the QCD phase transition. The

limits on long range forces only permit couplings of this size when mφ > 100 eV. This

possibility is excluded either if φ is cosmologically stable (from over-closure) or if it decays

to Standard Model particles (equivalent to equilibrium at T < 10 MeV). Therefore, we

must introduce a new light field ϕ with mϕ � 1 eV into which φ can decay. While there

are, in principle, many ways to introduce new light degrees of freedom, they will all produce

5Although the constraints on individual couplings have a proper statistical meaning (typically the 2σ

or 95% C.I.), the “bounds” on the cross-section we derive from them do not have a precise statistical

interpretation. Given the range of scales involved, our qualitative bounds are sufficient for our conclusions.
6For light mediators, the elastic scattering cross-section can be enhanced at low momentum transfer.

However, at low momentum the energy deposited in the collision is suppressed by q2. There are no known

experimental methods to measure these ultra-low energy recoils.
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Figure 3. Left: limits on the dark matter-nucleon elastic cross-section as a function of mediator

mass for various dark matter masses. The dashed (solid) lines show the cross-section with (without)

a future cosmological constraint that excludes ∆Neff = 0.09. The regions indicated by labels (a-e)

are primarily constrained by (a) long range forces (b) SN1987a (c) meson decays (d) thermalization

of mediator (because of mediator decay to dark matter) (e) mediator decay to dark matter (limit on

λ). If a constraint on Neff forbids thermalization of the mediator above the QCD phase transition,

then the trapping window allowed by SN1987A is excluded and the dashed line shows the region

(c) is eliminated. Right: limits on the dark matter-nucleon inelastic cross-section as a function of

mediator mass for various dark matter masses, using A = 130. The dashed (solid) lines show the

cross-section with (without) the constraint from excluding ∆Neff = 0.09 in the CMB. The dotted

lines show the neutrino background expected for the same momentum transfer as a dark matter part

of the appropriate mass. Note that a future measurement excluding ∆Neff = 0.09 would exclude a

large fraction of the viable parameter space above the associated neutrino background.

non-trivial contributions to Neff , as discussed in appendix A. To avoid current limits, we

should take ϕ to be a real scalar such that gϕ = 1. The coupling to φ can be chosen such

that ϕ is out of equilibrium at the freeze-out temperature of φ, TF ≈ 300 MeV, but is in

equilibrium at T = mφ. The resulting change to Neff , ∆Neff , is given by

∆Neff = 21/3 ×∆Nφ
eff(TF ≈ 300 MeV) ≈ 0.09 . (3.7)

The general behavior as a function of the freeze-out temperature TF is shown in figure 4.

Future CMB experiments like the Simons Observatory and CMB Stage IV [21] are ex-

pected to reach σ(Neff) . 0.045 and σ(Neff) . 0.035 respectively, and could exclude7 these

values of ∆Neff . In the presence of an upper-limit ∆Neff < 0.09, we would be forced to add

an additional constraint gN < 10−9 for mφ < 10 MeV, which would lead to gN < 3× 10−10

from SN1987A.8 This measurement eliminates the sharp features in figure 3 and drasti-

7Forecasts and limits for ΛCDM+Neff assume BBN consistency for Yp, which means that we assume

Neff at BBN and the recombination are the same. However, when 1 eV � mφ � 1 MeV, this model predicts

∆NBBN
eff = 0.07 and ∆NCMB

eff = 0.09. This difference is sufficiently small that it will not significantly reduce

the sensitivity to our target. See [21] for further discussion.
8The mediator can also thermalize above the electroweak phase transition (T � 100 GeV) for some

couplings small enough to avoid thermalization around the QCD phase transition [27]. A limit of ∆Neff <

0.034 would exclude this possibility but the precise bound on gN depends on the reheat temperature.

Under reasonable assumptions, this bound is stronger than from freeze-out at the QCD phase transition

and potentially SN1987A.
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Figure 4. The contributions to Neff from φ and ϕ as a function of the temperature where φ

decouples from the Standard Model, TF , assuming gϕ = gφ = 1. The grey region indicated the

temperature of the QCD phase transition. The indigo line shows the contribution of φ to Neff

when mφ < 1 eV and is stable. The red line shows the contribution from ϕ to Neff when it comes

into equilibrium with φ. The solid (dashed) curve assumes ϕ is not (is) in equilibrium at TF . We

show the current 2σ exclusion from Planck in grey and the projected 2σ exclusion from CMB-S4

in red (assuming σ(Neff) = 0.027). The case of interest for large gN has TF ≈ 300 MeV and would

be detectable with CMB-S4 in all cases. We used the lattice measurement of s/T 3 from [37] to

determine ∆Neff in the range 100 MeV < TF < 1 GeV.

cally reduces allowed parameter space above the neutrino floor. In this sense, upcoming

CMB observations will test the remaining viable regions of the parameter space with large

cross-sections. In the absence of signals in upcoming CMB observations, only one window

in mediator mass would allow large gN — if mφ > 10 MeV, it is possible to add couplings

for φ to neutrinos (or electrons/photons if allowed by other bounds) that permit the medi-

ator to decay to neutrinos (rather than ϕ) before neutrino decoupling and therefore could

produce ∆Neff = 0 even if the mediator was thermalized before the QCD phase transition.

Although thermalization of just the mediator is consistent with current observations,

we cannot allow the dark matter to thermalize simultaneously. Eliminating the entropy

carried by the dark matter ultimately produces enough dark radiation to be nearly excluded

by current observations, as discussed in appendix B. When mφ < 2mdm this places a strong

constraint on λ from φφ → χχ. When mφ > 2mdm, thermalization can proceed easily

through the decay φ→ χχ and the resulting constraint is more stringent. The easiest way

to avoid this constraint is to forbid thermalization of the mediator in the first place, which

requires gN < 10−9 which becomes gN < 3× 10−10 from SN1987A. For this reason, we see

that future constraint on Neff do not alter our sensitivity curves for mφ > 2mdm because

thermalization has already been forbidden.

Cosmological constraints played a central role in suppressing the cross-section when

mφ > 2mdm. For heavy mediators (' GeV), it is possible to evade these constraints by re-
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heating the universe to temperatures below 100 MeV. While such a low reheat temperature

may not be aesthetically pleasing, it is allowed by data. When the cosmological bounds are

removed, these mediators are constrained by colliders. For mφ /GeV, rare meson decays

limit gN / 10−3 [35]. For heavier mediators, gN is constrained by Tevatron searches for

mono-jets and missing energy [38]. It can be checked that the allowed cross-sections for

sub-MeV dark matter are below the neutrino floor for these cases.

Finally, it is worth noting that the limits we have derived from cosmology typically

require the elastic cross-section to be significantly lower than the limits found in [32] (or

similar analyses for other interactions such as [39–41]). Those limits were derived by

introducing the cross-section as a parameter in the Boltzmann code used to compute the

CMB anisotropies. The key distinction is that in order to produce cross-sections at the

limits of [32], the force must be mediated by a light particle that would be produced at

relatively low temperatures during our thermal history. Mediators are physical particles

which can produce significant observational implications that are not captured by the

cross-section alone. This is analogous to the need for a simplified model approach to dark

matter searches at the LHC [38, 42–45]. Of course, our bounds also include experimental

and astrophysical bounds on the mediator and dark matter and are therefore not purely

cosmological nor completely model-independent, unlike [32].

4 Dark matter absorption

In this section, we consider models where the dark matter can be absorbed by Standard

Model particles, leading to the deposition of the rest mass of the dark matter into the

detector rather than its kinetic energy alone. Unlike the models of elastic/inelastic scatter-

ing considered above, absorption implies that the dark matter lacks a conserved quantum

number. Its stability is thus not guaranteed and requires additional structure. Of course,

the lifetime of the dark matter can be made sufficiently long by suppressing its coupling to

the Standard Model but at the cost of dramatically suppressing any direct detection signal.

It is interesting to ask if there might be theoretical structures that guarantee the stability

of dark matter while permitting observable direct detection absorption cross-sections.

A fruitful way to construct such models would be to take the mass of the dark matter

to be small enough to kinematically forbid it from decaying to electrons. While additional

structure is necessary to forbid decays to photons and neutrinos this kinematic suppression

would, in principle, allow for large couplings to charged fermions. Hidden photons and ax-

ions are canonical examples of such models and their phenomenology (including stellar and

cosmological bounds) is well studied [46]. These models are based on Abelian structures.

Here, we discuss another class of models where the dark matter is the goldstone boson

of a non-Abelian global symmetry. We argue that the non-Abelian structure provides ex-

tra protection for the Goldstone boson enabling it to have even larger couplings without

causing it to decay.
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4.1 Stability through symmetry

To simplify the discussion, let us assume the dark matter is coupled to the Standard Model

through

Lint = ψ̄i

[
e−iTχ/Λψ m eiTχ/Λψ

]ij
ψj . (4.1)

where T is a generator of a subgroup of a SU(3) flavor symmetry and m is the mass matrix.

By Taylor expanding the exponential, the leading interaction at low energies can include

those we used for the mediator in the previous section.9 We have written the coupling in

this form to indicate that χ is a pseudo-goldstone boson of a subgroup of SU(3).

The coupling to matter starts at linear order in χ which means that the dark matter is

not guaranteed to be stable by a discrete symmetry. Nevertheless, for mdm < 1 MeV, kine-

matics forbid the dark matter from decaying to any charged fermions of the Standard Model

and therefore this operator does not lead to decay directly. In order to be a viable dark mat-

ter candidate, we must therefore avoid rapid decays to photons and neutrinos. While this is

a stringent constraint on an axion, χ is a pseudo-goldstone boson of a non-abelian subgroup

of the flavor symmetry and the decays are more easily avoided. Specifically, the non-abelian

subgroups are non-anomalous and therefore the coupling χFµνF̃
µν is forbidden.10 This sup-

pression of the photon coupling may also permit a natural way to incorporate the nucleo-

phillic models discussed in section 3.1. Since neither the photons nor neutrinos are charged

under the flavor symmetry, any coupling must take the form Oχ×OAµ,ν where Oχ,Aµ,ν are

scalars under the flavor symmetry. The leading decay we can write down is schematically

Ldecay =
1

Λ2
γ

Tr[λ†e−iTχ/Λψ∂2eiTχ/Λψλ]FµνF
µν

≈ |λ|2m
2
dm

Λ2
γ

χ

Λψ
FµνF

µν (4.2)

where λ is the Yukawa couplings matrix and T is the broken generator of the flavor sym-

metry. The decay rate is highly suppressed because of the symmetry, giving

Γ =
1

64π

m3
dm

Λ2
ψ

m4
dm

Λ4
γ

|λ|4

≈ 8× 10−30 s−1
( mdm

1 MeV

)6
(

1 TeV

Λ

)6( |λ|2
10−6

)2

, (4.3)

where we used Λγ = Λψ = Λ. LHC constraints require Λ > 1 TeV which implies a decay

rate much longer than the age of the universe and consistent with X-ray/γ-ray [47] and

CMB limits [48] on decaying dark matter.

9This coupling is very similar to the pseudo-scalar dark matter models of [46] but we are explicitly using

the non-abelian flavor symmetry to further suppress decays.
10We can also see this by noting that the transformation of χ includes terms that are nonlinear in χ

and therefore the action would change by more than a total derivative. One can see this more easily by

including Goldstone bosons for all the generators of SU(3) to simplify the analysis. Giving these additional

Goldstones masses above an MeV would allow them to decay to avoid any cosmological implications.
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4.2 Cosmological constraints

Just like the case of the light mediator, the coupling of dark matter to Standard Model

fermions in equation (4.1) allows for possible dark matter thermalization both at high tem-

peratures (freeze-out) and at low temperatures (freeze-in). However, unlike the mediator,

any thermalization of χ is already excluded by current observations [49] for mdm & 10 eV

and would over-close the universe for mdm & 200 eV. Therefore, we must impose the con-

straint that the dark matter was not thermalized in either regime. The most conservative

limits are derived from forbidding freeze-in because they apply to low reheat temperatures,

TR & 1 GeV (except for the top quark coupling). If TR > 1 TeV, then we can derive a

stronger constraint because the thermalization of the dark matter becomes more efficient

with increasing temperatures. The production rates are explicitly calculated in [27] and

the resulting constraints on Λψ are shown in table 1.

The diagonal freeze-in constraints for quarks were not computed in [27] because of

large thermal corrections that arise at temperatures T ∼ mψ. The constraint on the off-

diagonal quark couplings were more easily computed because the leading effect does not

depend on couplings to gluons, and is given by

Λij > 2.1× 109 GeV

(
g?,i
g?,t

)−1/4 (mi

mt

)1/2

, (4.4)

where ψi is the heaviest fermion in the coupling and g?,i is the number of effective degrees

of freedom at T = mi. The diagonal coupling requires the emission of a gluon (or photon)

and is suppressed by α
1/2
S but otherwise follows the same scaling as equation (4.4). One

can re-sum the soft thermal effects to determine a precise constraint following [50], but for

our purposes the order of magnitude constraint that follows from (4.4) is sufficient.

After electrons, the only realistic targets for a direct detection experiment are nuclei,

through the coupling to the u or d quarks. The freeze-out limit assuming TR = 1010 GeV is

Λuu > 5×108 GeV and Λdd > 1×109 GeV. The best possible limit from freeze-in cannot be

computed reliably because it depends on physics during the QCD phase transition. From

the scaling in equation (4.4), one could place a bound Λuu,dd > 106 by forbidding freeze-in

at temperatures above the QCD phase transition.

Although these limits are minimal limits demanded by reheating above the QCD phase

transition, more stringent conditions on Λ are necessary in many circumstances. Since the

stability of dark matter follows from symmetry, the generators of SU(3) will imply couplings

to the 2nd and 3rd generation fermions with the same strength, Λ. In table 1, we show the

bounds on these couplings adapted from [27] for freeze-in and freeze-out. If we required, for

example, that Λee = Λττ the constraints from freeze-out become four-orders of magnitude

stronger (eight-orders of magnitude in the cross-section).

4.3 Absorption signatures

In order to be consistent with BBN, we must assume that the universe reheated to at least

10 MeV. We therefore require that electrons cannot bring the dark matter into equilibrium

below 10 MeV, which implies that Λee > 2.7× 106 GeV. For interactions with electrons, as
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Coupling Freeze-Out [GeV] Freeze-In [GeV]

Λee 6.0× 107 2.7× 106

Λµµ 1.2× 1010 3.4× 107

Λττ 2.1× 1011 9.5× 107

Λbb 9.5× 1011 —

Λtt 3.5× 1013 —

ΛVµe 6.2× 109 4.8× 107

Λµe 6.2× 109 4.8× 107

Λτe 1.0× 1011 1.3× 108

Λτµ 1.0× 1011 1.3× 108

ΛAcu 1.3× 1011 2.0× 108

ΛAbd 4.8× 1011 3.7× 108

Λbs 4.8× 1011 3.7× 108

Λtu 1.8× 1013 2.1× 109

Λtc 1.8× 1013 2.1× 109

Table 1. Constraints on couplings to matter where freeze-out assumes TR ≈ 1010 GeV and freeze-in

assume TR > mf . This table is adapted from [27].

shown in [46], the absorption cross-section for χ is related to photo-absorption via:

σeχ→eγ ≈
m2
dm

Λ2
eeα

σeγ→eγ . (4.5)

The corresponding event rate for dark matter absorption is

R ≈ 2× 1022 kg−1 day−1 g
2
ee

A

mdm

MeV

( σeγ→eγ
10−24 cm2

)
, (4.6)

where gee ≡ 2me/Λee. Experimental limits on the absorption of light dark matter by

electrons have been placed in [51, 52] where they find limits of gee . 3 × ×10−13 in

the mass range 1 eV to 10 keV. These experimental limits are stronger than our limit of

gee < 4×10−10 but are significantly weaker than white dwarf cooling bounds that apply in

the same mass range. Our cosmological bound is unique in that it is independent of mass

and therefore cannot be avoided by kinematics or trapping effects as we increase the mass

towards 1 MeV. Furthermore, as discussed in the pervious section, cosmological limits also

become competitive with white dwarf cooling when we require (by symmetry) a common

coupling strength for third generation leptons as well.

The allowed absorption cross-sections can be significantly larger than the allowed scat-

tering cross-sections we found in section 3. For example, a given target with a photo-

absorption cross-section of σeγ→eγ > 10−24 cm2 (1 bn) and mdm ∼ me, our cosmological
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bound on Λee would allow a dark matter absorption cross-section of σeχ→eγ > 10−41 cm2

which is larger than any point in figure 2. This might seem surprising given that the cosmo-

logical limits on Λe is identical to cosmological bounds on ge for the mediator in section 3.2.

The difference is that the scattering cross-sections are additionally suppressed by λ, which

is constrained by the bullet cluster. In this sense, our constraints on absorption are more

analogous to the scattering constraints without the bullet cluster discussed in appendix C.

Of course, the operators that lead to absorption also produce elastic scattering but it is

easy to see that the scattering cross-sections are suppressed by additional powers of Λe and

would be unobservable.

In addition to electron absorption, χ can also be absorbed by nuclei. Depending upon

its mass, the signals could include excitation of phonons/vibrational levels of molecules,

ionization of atoms or dislocations of atoms from crystal lattices. Computation of these

cross-sections is beyond the scope of this work. Nevertheless, unlike the case of elastic or

inelastic scattering, we do not expect to find a qualitative differences between the viable

cross-sections for electrons and nuclei. Specifically, the dark matter is stable and therefore

thermalization would lead to over-closure. Requiring that the dark matter was not ther-

malized also implies that it must satisfy the cooling constraint from SN1987a such that

Λp > 109 GeV. As a result, there is no analogue of the “hadronic axion” window because

we must always impose the cosmological constraint.

5 Conclusions

In light of null results from WIMP direct detection experiments, there is considerable

interest in exploring new regions of dark matter parameter space with a variety of different

technologies. Several experimental topologies have recently been suggested for the detection

of inelastically scattering dark matter in the mass range MeV - keV and the absorption of

dark matter with mass greater than meV [53–61] . This range of dark matter mass is heavily

constrained from cosmology and astrophysics, particularly because CMB measurements

constrain the entropy ratio between neutrinos and photons at temperatures at or below an

MeV where these light dark matter particles could be thermally relevant.

While there are stringent constraints on the interactions of electrons and dark matter,

the nuclear couplings are relatively less constrained. In fact, the analog of the “hadronic

axion” window for dark matter-nucleon scattering would allow for enhanced direct detection

cross-sections. This window will soon be independently probed by CMB experiments like

the Simons Observatory and CMB Stage IV [21]. If these experiments fail to see evidence

for dark radiation, the dark matter will be outside the hadronic axion window and will

have significantly lower scattering cross-sections, placing it near the solar neutrino floor.

In addition to elastic scattering, light dark matter may also be absorbed. This scenario is

not as constrained and there appears to be significant room for experimental progress.

It should be noted that our cosmological constraints are not easily relaxed for light

particles - they arise from the production of entropy in the universe around the time when

neutrinos decouple and positrons annihilate. In light of CMB and BBN measurements,

this entropy is difficult to hide. In the same vein, our results also rule out exotic electron-
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neutrino interactions that have been proposed to explain DAMA. Future CMB observations

will place even more stringent constraints on light mediators and dark matter as measure-

ments become sensitive to relics from thermalization prior to the QCD phase transition

potentially back to the time of reheating.
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A Dark radiation from mediator decay

In this appendix, we will compute the predictions of ∆Neff for a general dark sector in terms

of gφ, gϕ and g?: the mediator, decay products and visible degrees of freedom respectively.

We will be particularly interested in the situation where the mediator couples strongly

to nuclei and is therefore in equilibrium above the QCD phase transition. For complete-

ness, we will only assume that the mediator was in equilibrium and freezes out at some

temperature TF .

The simplest case arises when mφ � 1 eV and itself becomes dark radiation. The

conservation of comoving entropy from TF onward determines the relic abundance of φ in

terms of g?(TF ) and can be written as an additional contribution to Neff ,

∆Nφ
eff = gφ

4

7

(
43

4

1

g?(TF )

)4/3

. (A.1)

We know g?(T ) from the Standard Model and therefore we can predict ∆Neff , as shown in

figure 4 using gφ = 1. However, due to the bounds from long range forces this situation

does not arise in a regime where the dark matter could be observed directly.

When mφ > 100 eV a thermalized mediator must decay to another light field, ϕ,

otherwise it would over-close the universe (decays to the Standard Model are excluded by

the same arguments as in section 2). This field must have mϕ � 1 eV so that we can hide

its relic energy in dark radiation. If the decay rate Γϕ � H(T = mφ), then the decay

brings the ϕ field into equilibrium and the relic abundance can be similarly predicted by

the conservation of comoving entropy. If Γϕ � H(TF ) then the new field was always in

equilibrium and we can easily determine the additional contribution to Neff ,

∆Nϕ,early
eff =

gϕ
gφ

(
gϕ + gφ
gϕ

)4/3

×∆Nφ
eff(TF ) . (A.2)

On the other hand, if ϕ equilibrates at some temperature mφ � T � TF , then the

equilibration process conserves comoving energy (because both particles are relativistic),

i.e. bringing ϕ into equilibrium cools φ relative to the Standard Model. Once in equilibrium,
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comoving entropy is conserved through the decay of φ to ϕ at T < mφ. The final abundance

of ϕ translates into a contribution to Neff ,

∆Nϕ
eff =

(
gϕ + gφ
gϕ

)1/3

×∆Nφ
eff(TF ) . (A.3)

There is still a relative enhancement to ∆Neff but it is significantly reduced because of the

initial cooling of the mediator temperature. This is captured by the change in the power-

law from 4/3 → 1/3. If Γϕ < H(T = mφ), the decay would happen out of equilibrium.

In such cases, the energy density in φ would grow relative to the Standard Model once it

became non-relativistic and the contribution to ∆Neff after its decay would be significantly

enhanced.

The consequence for the mediator is that the best we can do to avoid observational

constraints is to introduce a real scalar with gϕ = 1 that comes into equilibrium with φ

below TF . We will conservatively take the effective freeze-out temperature to be 300 MeV

so that it lies above the QCD phase transition which produces

∆Nφ
eff = 0.07 ∆Nϕ

eff = 0.09 . (A.4)

We could easily generate larger values by increasing gϕ or gφ. To avoid these predictions for

large nucleon coupling would either require a very low reheat temperature TR < 300 MeV

or some out-of-equilbrium process that dilutes the mediator after the QCD phase transition

but well before BBN.

B Dark matter abundance

For the purposes of direct detection and cosmology, the simplified model discussed above

provides a consistent and useful framework for future observations. However, from a model

building point of view, one might wonder about the origin of the dark matter abundance.

We have already established that the dark matter cannot get its abundance from thermal

equilibrium with the Standard Model. While a non-thermal origin for the dark matter

is certainly possible, it might be preferable to consider models where the dark matter

abundance is set by thermal processes. However, in our equation (3.1) with mφ > 10 eV,

there is simply no way to reduce the entropy carried by the dark matter without being

in conflict with current data in one way or another (for example, from over-closure when

mφ,mdm � 100 eV).

A necessary condition is that we introduce a new light field, ϕ with mϕ � 1 eV

into which the dark matter can annihilate. This can be accomplished by including the

interaction L ⊃ 1
4λ
′χ2ϕ2. Let us assume that ϕ was thermalized at some temperature

T � mdm. This is automatic if ϕ is the same light field to which φ decays after φ freezes-

out, which we will assume unless stated otherwise.

At temperatures above the mass of the dark matter particle, the dark matter is pro-

duced by ϕ + ϕ → χ + χ. When the temperatures drop below mdm, the dark matter
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annihilates to ϕ and leaves a relic abundance

Ωdm =

√
gtotal(m)π2

90

xfT
3
ϕ

〈σv〉ρcrit.

≈ 0.2h−2 xf
10

(
∆Nϕ

eff

0.036

)3/4
10−27cm3 s−1

〈σv〉 (B.1)

where xf = m/Tϕ at freeze-out and Tϕ is the temperature of ϕ. Since the final energy

density in the mediator is determined by Tϕ, we can write the results in terms of ∆Neff

given by

∆Nϕ
eff =

(
gϕ + gdm

gϕ

)γ
×∆Nϕ

eff(λ′ = 0) , (B.2)

where γ = {4/3, 1/3} depending on the details of the thermal history, as explain in ap-

pendix A, and Nϕ
eff(λ′ = 0) is the contribution of ϕ to Neff if it did not equilibrate with χ

(i.e. if ϕ is thermalized by the decay of φ, ∆Nϕ
eff(λ′ = 0) are the values computed in ap-

pendix A). Although matching in the observed abundance in detail depends on the precise

thermal history, qualitative agreement requires that

λ′ ≈ 10−7 × mdm

1 MeV
. (B.3)

We will not need a more precise estimate of the coupling as the purpose of this model

is to provide order of magnitude estimates for current constraints and direct detection

signatures.

The details of the thermal evolution are important when mφ > 2mdm and the mediator

can decay directly into the dark matter. In section 3.3 we imposed the constraint that

the dark matter could not be brought into equilibrium with φ through the decay which

ultimately forces gN < 10−9 to avoid thermalization of φ altogether. However, if dark

matter has a thermal origin, thermalizing χ at 1 GeV would not over close the universe

because it will dump its entropy into ϕ. The coupling, λ′, is determined by the abundance

of χ as in equation (B.3) and at T ≈ 1 GeV, the rate of producing ϕ from χ is

Γϕ '
1

4π
λ′2T ≈ 10−15 GeV× m2

dm

(1 MeV)2
. (B.4)

For mdm > 5 keV we have Γϕ > H(T ∼ 1 GeV) and therefore φ, χ and ϕ would all be in

equilibrium with the Standard Model at T ∼ 1 GeV. After φ freezes-out, φ decays to χ and

χ annihilates to ϕ. The resulting contribution to Neff is

∆Nϕ
eff = gϕ

(
gϕ + gdm + gφ

gϕ

)4/3

×∆Nφ
eff ≥ 0.31 , (B.5)

where we used ∆Nφ
eff ≥ 0.071. We will not consider this possibility since it is nearly

excluded at 2σ with current observations.

The key difference between mφ > 2mdm and mφ < 2mdm is that in the latter case the

dark matter (χ) is not in thermal equilibrium with the Standard Model at 1 GeV. We can
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Figure 5. Left: limits on dark matter-nucleon elastic cross-section assuming no bullet cluster limit,

shown as a function of mediator mass for various dark matter masses assuming that we exclude

∆Neff = 0.09 with future CMB data. Right: limits on the dark matter-nucleon inelastic cross-section

assuming no bullet cluster limit, shown as a function of mediator mass for various dark matter

masses, using A = 130. We also assume ∆Neff = 0.09 is excluded with future CMB data. The dotted

lines show the neutrino background expected for the same momentum transfer as a dark matter

part of the appropriate mass. Note that without the bullet cluster, there are regions of mφ and

mdm that produce a conventional cosmology but produce cross-sections above the neutrino floor.

choose the coupling between χ, φ and ϕ so that ϕ and χ are in equilibrium with each other

only after φ has decoupled from the Standard Model - the entropy dump during the QCD

phase transition allows φ to be colder than the Standard Model, diluting the contribution

to dark radiation from the subsequent annihilation of χ into ϕ.

C Dark matter sub-component

The bullet cluster plays an important role in constraining λ through the self-interaction of

dark matter. Unlike gf , there are no lab-based bounds on λ alone since it does not involve

any Standard Model particles. Cosmological or astrophysical bounds are the only way to

place constraints. However, these bounds do not apply to small sub-components of the

dark matter that could be much more strongly interacting. These sub-components could

still be detected in the lab and are therefore still of interest experimentally.

When mφ < vmdm, the bullet cluster constraint translates into roughly λ <

10−7(mdm/MeV)3/2. Since the elastic and inelastic cross-section scale as λ2, the cross-

sections can be 1014−20 times larger than for the dominant component. The cross-sections

when imposing lab based constraints and imposing ∆Neff < 0.09 are shown in figure 5.

Even with the cosmological constraints, we see that there is parameter space available

significantly well above the neutrino floor at low mediator masses.
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